METHOD, APPARATUS, AND RADIO REMOTE UNIT FOR TRANSMITTING WIRELESS BASE BAND DATA

Abstract: Disclosed is a method for transmitting wireless base band data, comprising: receiving a downlink base band signal transmitted by a base band processing unit (BBU), processing the downlink base band signal to module it to a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal, and outputting the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to an Ethernet cable; obtaining, from the Ethernet cable, an uplink intermediate frequency analog signal which is detected and fed back, and processing the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal; and taking the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal as a feedback input of digital pre-distortion (DPD), obtaining an intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, converting the intermediate frequency analog signal into an uplink base band signal, and sending the uplink base band signal to the BBU. Embodiments of the present invention also provide a corresponding apparatus and radio remote unit (RRU) for transmitting wireless base band data. By adopting the solutions disclosed in the embodiments of the present invention, transmission of a wireless base band signal between a BBU and an RRU can be implemented through an Ethernet signal, thereby avoiding a high network deployment cost caused by the need of laying down an optical fiber or a microwave transmission network again.
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METHOD, APPARATUS, AND RADIO REMOTE UNIT FOR TRANSMITTING WIRELESS BASE BAND DATA

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to a wireless communication technology and in particular, to a method, an apparatus, and a Radio Remote Unit (RRU) for transmitting wireless base band data.

BACKGROUND

In 3GPP GSM/UMTS/LTE wireless access systems, a mode of networking using a distributed building Base Band Unit (BBU) and a RRU has been very popular in terms of application. The band IQ data is transmitted between the BBU and the RRU. The transmission rate of the band IQ data is required to be 1.2288 Gbps or 2.4576 Gbps, which depends on the carrier capacity. In order to meet the high transmission rate of the band IQ data, the optical fiber or the microwave device with high frequency and wide bandwidth is currently utilized in the art. Both of the transmission methods, however, require the operator to re-layer the optical fiber or the microwave transmission network, thereby resulting in the high cost of the network deployment.

SUMMARY

In view of the above problem, an embodiment of the disclosure provides a method, an apparatus, and a RRU for transmitting wireless base band data, which is intended to avoid the high cost of the network deployment caused by re-laying the optical fiber or the microwave transmission network.

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a method for transmitting wireless base band data is provided, which includes:

- receiving a downlink base band signal transmitted by a BBU, processing the downlink base band signal to modulate it to a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal and outputting the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to an Ethernet cable;
- detecting, on the Ethernet cable, a feedback uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and processing the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal;
- and

taking the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal as a feedback input of DPD (Digital Pre-Distortion), obtaining an intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, converting the intermediate frequency analog signal into an uplink base band signal and outputting it to the BBU.

Preferably, the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is obtained by processing, by the RRU, up conversion on the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal obtained from the Ethernet cable so as to obtain a radio frequency signal, amplifying the radio frequency signal, detecting the amplified radio frequency signal so as to obtain the detected radio frequency signal and performing down conversion on the detected radio frequency signal.

Preferably, the step of processing the downlink base band signal to modulate it to a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal includes:

- performing digitalized up conversion on the downlink base band signal so as to convert it to the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal; and

performing peak clipping, digital pre-distortion and digital-to-analog conversion on the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal to modulate it to the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal.

Preferably, the step of taking the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal as a feedback input of DPD, obtaining an intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, and converting the intermediate frequency analog signal into an uplink base band signal includes:

- filtering the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal by a band-pass filter and performing analog-to-digital conversion on the filtered uplink intermediate frequency analog signal so as to obtain the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal; and

performing down conversion on the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal to convert it to the uplink base band signal.

Preferably, after receiving the downlink base band signal transmitted by the BBU, the method further includes:

- extracting a clock signal from the downlink base band signal and outputting it to the Ethernet cable so that the RRU obtains a reference clock signal by filtering the clock signal via a band-pass filter and outputs the reference clock signal to a phase-locked loop after the RRU receives the clock signal.

Preferably, at the same time of receiving the downlink base band signal transmitted by the BBU, the method further includes:

- receiving an Ethernet signal transmitted via the Ethernet and outputting it to the Ethernet cable so that the RRU receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet cable so as to perform the Ethernet switching and output via an interface of a wireless local network.

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, an apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data is provided, which includes:

- a downlink base band signal processing module configured to receive a downlink base band signal transmitted by a BBU, process the downlink base band signal to modulate it to a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal and output the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to an Ethernet cable;
- an uplink intermediate frequency analog signal detecting and processing module configured to detect, on the Ethernet cable, a feedback uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and process the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal;
- an uplink base band signal generation module configured to take the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal as a feedback input of DPD, obtain an intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, and convert the intermediate frequency analog signal into an uplink base band signal; and

an uplink base band signal transmission module configured to transmit the uplink base band signal to the BBU.

Preferably, the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal detected by the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal detecting and processing module is obtained by performing, by the RRU, up conversion on the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal obtained from the Ethernet cable so as to obtain a radio frequency signal, amplifying the radio frequency signal, detecting the amplified radio frequency signal so as to obtain the detected radio frequency signal and performing down conversion on the detected radio frequency signal.

Preferably, the step of processing the downlink base band signal to modulate it to a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal includes:

- performing digitalized up conversion on the downlink base band signal so as to convert it to the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal; and

performing peak clipping, digital pre-distortion and digital-to-analog conversion on the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal to modulate it to the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal.
Preferably, the downlink base band signal processing module includes:

an up conversion processing unit configured to perform digitalized up conversion on the downlink base band signal and converting it to the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal; and

a modulation unit configured to perform peak clipping, digital pre-distortion and analog-to-digital conversion on the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal to modulate it into the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal.

Preferably, the uplink base band signal generation module includes:

an uplink intermediate frequency digital signal generation unit configured to filter the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal by a band-pass filter and perform analog-to-digital conversion on the filtered uplink intermediate frequency analog signal so as to obtain the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal; and

a down conversion processing unit configured to perform down conversion on the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal to convert it to the uplink base band signal.

Preferably, the apparatus further includes:

a clock signal extraction and output module configured to extract a clock signal from the downlink base band signal and output it to the Ethernet cable so that the RRU obtains a reference clock signal by filtering the received clock signal via a band-pass filter and outputs the reference clock signal to a phase-locked loop after the RRU receives the clock signal.

Preferably, the apparatus further includes:

an Ethernet signal output module configured to receive an Ethernet signal transmitted via the Ethernet and output it to the Ethernet cable so that the RRU receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet cable so as to perform the Ethernet switching and output via a cascaded Ethernet port.

Preferably, the apparatus further includes:

a Power Sourcing Equipment (PSE) and Ethernet switching module configured to supply current and voltage for the Ethernet cable and supply power for the RRU at the remote end.

In practice, the up conversion processing unit in the downlink base band signal processing module may be implemented by a frequency converter in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data. The modulation unit in the downlink base band signal processing module may be implemented by a modem in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data.

The uplink intermediate frequency analog signal detecting and processing module may be implemented by a Central Processing Unit (CPU), a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), or a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data. The modulation unit in the downlink base band signal processing module may be implemented by a modem in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data.

The uplink intermediate frequency digital signal generation unit in the uplink base band signal generation module may be implemented by a digital signal generator in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data. The down conversion processing unit in the uplink base band signal generation module may be implemented by frequency converter in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data.

The uplink base band signal transmission module may be implemented by a transmitter in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data.

The clock signal extraction and output module may be implemented by a CPU, a DSP or a FPGA in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data.

The Ethernet signal output module may be implemented by an Ethernet controller in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data.

The Power Sourcing Equipment (PSE) and Ethernet switching module may be implemented by a power supply and an Ethernet controller in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data.

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a RRU is provided, which includes:

a downlink signal processing sub-module configured to obtain a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal from an Ethernet cable, convert the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal into a downlink radio frequency signal, and output the converted downlink radio frequency signal through a port of an antenna;

an uplink signal processing sub-module configured to receive the feedback uplink radio frequency signal from the port of the antenna, convert it to an uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and output it to the Ethernet cable; and

downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module configured to detect the downlink radio frequency signal, performing down conversion on the detected downlink radio frequency signal to obtain the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and output it to the Ethernet cable.

Preferably, the downlink signal processing sub-module includes:

an acquisition unit configured to obtain the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal, which is filtered by a band-pass filter, from the Ethernet cable;

an Ethernet signal processing unit configured to up convert the filtered downlink intermediate frequency analog signal so as to convert it to the downlink radio frequency signal; and

an amplification and output unit configured to amplify the downlink radio frequency signal via the power amplifier, filter the amplified downlink radio frequency signal via the duplexer and output it to the port of the antenna.

Preferably, the uplink signal processing sub-module is further configured to receive the feedback uplink radio frequency signal from the port of the antenna, convert it to the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal via filtering, low noise amplification and down conversion by a duplexer and output it to the Ethernet cable.

Preferably, the downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module includes:

a detection unit configured to detect the downlink radio frequency signal which is amplified by the power amplifier; and

down conversion processing and output unit configured to down convert the detected downlink radio frequency signal to the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and output it to the Ethernet cable.

Preferably, the RRU further includes:

a clock acquisition sub-module configured to obtain a reference clock signal by filtering the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal obtained from the Ethernet cable by a band-pass filter and output the reference clock signal to a phase-locked loop.

Preferably, the RRU further includes:

a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) signal processing sub-module connected to an internal Ethernet switching module and configured to process the uplink and downlink Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) signals; and

a control and monitoring sub-module connected to the internal Ethernet switching module and configured to maintain, control and monitor the RRU.
Preferably, the RRU further includes:
a Powered Device (PD) sub-module configured to extract the current and voltage from the Ethernet cable and supply power for all the active devices of the RRU.

In practice, the acquisition unit in the downlink signal processing sub-module may be implemented by an Ethernet transceiver in the RRU. The up conversion processing unit in the downlink signal processing sub-module may be implemented by a frequency converter in the RRU. The amplification and output unit in the downlink signal processing sub-module may be implemented by an amplifier and a filter in the RRU.

The detection unit in the downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module may be implemented by a radio frequency signal detector in the RRU. The down conversion processing and output unit in the downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module may be implemented by a frequency converter and a FPGA with signal output function in the RRU.

The clock acquisition sub-module may be implemented by a CPU, a DSP or a FPGA in the RRU.

The WLAN signal processing sub-module may be implemented by a WLAN router in the RRU.

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, an Ethernet signal-intermediate frequency signal-power over Ethernet (EIP) device receives a downlink base band signal transmitted by a BBU, processes the downlink base band signal to modulate the downlink base band signal into a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal, and outputs the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to an Ethernet cable. Then, an uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is obtained from the Ethernet cable, which is detected and fed back by a RRU according to the downlink radio frequency analog signal, and the uplink intermediate frequency analog signals is processed. The processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is taken as a feedback input of DPD. The uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is obtained from the Ethernet cable, and converted into an uplink base band signal, and then transmitted to the BBU. As such, the transmission of the wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU is implemented by the EIP device, therefore avoiding the high cost of the network deployment caused by re-laying the optical fiber or microwave transmission network.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of the method for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is schematic flowchart of the step of modulating the downlink base band signal to the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal in the method for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is schematic flowchart of the step of converting the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal into an uplink base band signal in the method for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is another schematic flowchart of the method for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is still another schematic flowchart of the method for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 6 is schematic structural diagram of an apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of the downlink base band signal processing module in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 8 is schematic structural diagram of the uplink base band generation module in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 9 is another schematic structural diagram of an apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 10 is still another schematic structural diagram of an apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 11 is yet another schematic structural diagram of an apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram of a RRU according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 13 is a schematic structural diagram of the downlink signal processing sub-module of the RRU according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 14 is a schematic structural diagram of the downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module of the RRU according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 15 is another schematic structural diagram of the RRU according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 16 is still another schematic structural diagram of the RRU according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

and

FIG. 17 is yet another schematic structural diagram of the RRU according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

It should be understood that the embodiments described herein are only used for explaining the disclosure, not for limiting the disclosure.

An embodiment of the disclosure provides a method for transmitting wireless base band data, which can be also used for transmitting Ethernet signals.

Turning to FIG. 1, FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of the method for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

The method for transmitting wireless base band data provided by the embodiment of the disclosure includes the following steps:

Step 10: receiving a downlink base band signal transmitted by a base band unit (BBU), processing the downlink base band signal to modulate it to a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal and outputting the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to an Ethernet cable.

In this embodiment, an EIP device is provided between the BBU and a RRU. The downlink base band data transmitted by the BBU is sent to a Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) of the EIP device through a cable or an optic fiber. According to the requirements of actual deployment, a multi-channel optical fiber of the BBU may be connected to one EIP device. Alternatively, the BBU may be connected to a plurality of EIP devices, wherein one channel optical fiber of the BBU is connected to one EIP device. In addition, a down Ethernet port of a Layer2 Ethernet switch may be connected to an up Ethernet port of the EIP device and a down Ethernet port of the EIP device may be connected to a RRU at a remote end.
through a CAT5E/6 Ethernet cable. Furthermore, the RRU may cascade with a series of Ethernet terminal devices along one channel.

The downlink base band data from the BBU is inputted to the CPRI of the EIP device, and then is cached in a base band data transceiver processing and RRU monitoring module after photoelectric conversion. The EIP device extracts and processes the downlink base band signal. Specifically, the EIP device modulates the downlink low-frequency base band signal into a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal. Then, the EIP device outputs the modulated downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to the Ethernet cable through which the signal is transmitted for receipt of the RRU.

**Step 20:** detecting, on the Ethernet cable, a feedback uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and processing the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal.

The downlink intermediate frequency analog signal outputted to the Ethernet cable from the EIP device is transmitted through the port of the Ethernet cable and received by the RRU via the corresponding port. The downlink intermediate frequency analog signal is further processed and outputted to the corresponding antenna. In this embodiment, after receiving the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal, the RRU converts the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal into a radio signal via up conversion, amplifies the radio signal via a power amplifier and outputs it to the antenna via a duplexer filter.

In the uplink, the RRU performs the coupling detection on the radio signal amplified by the power amplifier and down converts the radio signal which is subject to the coupling detection so as to convert it into the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal. Further, the RRU outputs the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal to the corresponding port of the Ethernet cable for transmission. Thus, the EIP device can obtain, from the Ethernet cable, the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal which is detected and fed back by the RRU.

**Step 30:** taking the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal as a feedback input of DPD, obtaining an intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, converting the intermediate frequency analog signal to an uplink base band signal and outputting it to the BBU.

After obtaining the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal returned by the RRU, the EIP device further processes the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal, takes the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal as a feedback input of DPD, obtains an intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, converts the intermediate frequency analog signal into a low frequency base band signal (i.e., an uplink base band signal) and outputs the converted uplink base band signal to the BBU. Therefore, the transmission of the wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU is implemented.

According to the embodiment of the present disclosure, the downlink base band signal transmitted by the BBU is received by the EIP device. The downlink base band signal is further processed and converted into the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal and then outputted to the Ethernet cable. Then, the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is obtained from the Ethernet cable, which is fed back by the RRU according to the detection on the downlink radio analog signal. The fed-back uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is processed and taken as the feedback input of DPD. The uplink intermediate frequency analog signal obtained from the Ethernet cable is processed and converted into the uplink base band signal. The uplink base band signal is transmitted to the BBU. Thus, the transmission of the wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU is implemented by the EIP device, therefore avoiding the high cost of the network deployment caused by re-laying the optical fiber or the microwave transmission network.

Turning to FIG. 2, FIG. 2 is schematic flowchart of the steps of modulating the downlink base band signal to the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal in the method for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

In the above embodiment, Step 10 includes the following steps.

**Step 11:** performing digitalized up conversion on the downlink base band signal and converting it to the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal.

**Step 12:** performing peak clipping, digital pre-distortion and digital-to-analog conversion on the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal to modulate it into the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal.

After the EIP device extracts the downlink base band signal from the base band data transceiver processing and RRU monitoring module, the downlink base band signal is firstly processed through digitalized up conversion from the low frequency downlink base band signal to the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal. Then, the converted downlink intermediate frequency digital signal is processed through peak clipping, digital pre-distortion and digital-to-analog conversion and thus is modulated into the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal. The modulated downlink intermediate frequency analog signal is finally outputted to the port of the Ethernet cable for transmission and receipt by the RRU.

The downlink base band signal is firstly processed through digitalized up conversion from the low frequency downlink base band signal to the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal, and then the converted downlink intermediate frequency digital signal is processed through peak clipping, digital pre-distortion and digital-to-analog conversion and thus is modulated into the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal. Thus, it facilitates outputting to the port of the Ethernet cable for transmission and receipt by the RRU. As such, a precondition for transmitting the wireless base band signal from the BBU by the EIP device is provided.

Turning to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is schematic flowchart of the steps of converting the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal into an uplink base band signal in the method for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

In the above embodiment, Step 30 includes the following steps.

**Step 31:** filtering the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal by a band-pass filter and performing analog-to-digital conversion on the filtered uplink intermediate frequency analog signal so as to obtain the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal.

**Step 32:** performing down conversion on the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal to convert it to the uplink base band signal.

After the EIP device obtains the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal returned by the RRU from the Ethernet cable, the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is filtered by the band-pass filter and then analog-to-digital converted to the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal. Then, the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal is processed by the down conversion to convert the low frequency uplink base band signal. The converted uplink base
band signal is finally sent to the BBU and thus the transmission of wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU is implemented.

The uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is filtered by the band-pass filter and is processed by analog-to-digital conversion to obtain the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal. Then, the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal is processed by the down conversion to convert to the uplink base band signal, which is sent to the BBU to implement the transmission of wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU. As such, the transmission of the wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU by the EIP device is guaranteed.

Turning to FIG. 4, FIG. 4 is another schematic flowchart of the method for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

Based on the above embodiment, after receiving a downlink base band signal transmitted by a BBU in Step 10, the method further includes the following step.

Step 40: extracting and outputting a clock signal from the downlink base band signal to the Ethernet cable so that the RRU obtains a reference clock signal by filtering the clock signal via a band-pass filter and outputs the reference clock signal to a phase-locked loop after the RRU receives the clock signal.

In this embodiment, after the EIP device receives the downlink base band signal transmitted from the BBU and caches it in the base band data transceiver processing and RRU monitoring module, the EIP device extracts the clock signal and outputs it to the corresponding port of the Ethernet cable for transmission. The RRU receives the clock signal from the port of the Ethernet cable and obtains the reference clock signal by filtering the clock signal via the band-pass filter. The reference clock signal is finally outputted into the phase-locked loop, which in turn provides a reference clock for the active devices in the RRU.

The clock signal is extracted from the downlink base band signal received by the EIP device and outputted to the Ethernet cable. The reference clock signal is obtained by filtering the clock signal via the band-pass filter which is received by the RRU. The reference clock signal is outputted into the phase-locked loop, which in turn provides a reference clock for the active devices in the RRU. As such, the functions of the EIP device are improved while the capacity of processing and transmitting data in the EIP device is guaranteed.

Turning to FIG. 5, FIG. 5 is still another schematic flowchart of the method for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

Based on the above embodiment, at the same time of performing Step 10, the method further includes the following step.

Step 50: receiving an Ethernet signal transmitted via the Ethernet and outputting it to the Ethernet cable so that the RRU receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet cable so as to perform the Ethernet switching and output via an interface of a wireless local network.

In this embodiment, the EIP device also supports the function of Power over Ethernet (POE) which can supply power to the RRU. The Ethernet switching module is interconnected with the base band data transceiver processing and RRU monitoring module of the EIP device. The Ethernet switching module is up connected to the external switch.

At the same time of receiving the downlink base band signal transmitted from the BBU by the EIP device, the EIP device receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet and outputs the Ethernet signal to the Ethernet cable. The RRU receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet cable and then performs the Ethernet switching. Further, the switched signal is outputted to the other Ethernet terminal device outside connected via the built-in cascaded Ethernet port.

In this embodiment, after the EIP device outputs the Ethernet signal to the Ethernet cable, the Ethernet signal and the conditioned downlink intermediate frequency analog signal are transmitted via frequency division multiplexing on the Ethernet cable. In these two different standards of 1000Base T and 100Base TX, a plurality of analog signals are transmitted on the same Ethernet cable in different frequencies. The Ethernet signal may be transmitted in a transmission frequency of 125 MHz on the Ethernet physical layer in the standard of 1000Base T interface while the wireless analog signal may be transmitted in a frequency range of 130 MHz–180 MHz, wherein the wireless analog signal may be multi-system wireless analog signal which is formed by combining a plurality of wireless systems. For example, the wireless analog signal may be a wireless analog signal conforming to two or three of Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Long Term Evolution (LTE). Alternatively, the wireless analog signal may be a wireless analog signal conforming to only one wireless system. The clock frequency is 61.44 MHz. These types of intermediate frequency analog wireless signals are separate in terms of frequency and thus can be transmitted on the same Ethernet cable at the same time.

At the same time of receiving the downlink base band signal transmitted from the BBU by the EIP device, the EIP device receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet and outputs the Ethernet signal to the Ethernet cable. The RRU receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet cable and then performs the Ethernet switching. Further, the switched signal is outputted via the cascaded Ethernet port. As such, the function of transmitting the Ethernet signal and the multi-system wireless base band signal at the same time by the EIP device is implemented.

An embodiment of the present disclosure also provides an apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data.

Turning to FIG. 6, FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

The apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data provided by the embodiment of the disclosure includes the following modules.

A downlink base band signal processing module 10 is configured to receive a downlink base band signal transmitted by a BBU, process the downlink base band signal to modulate it to a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal and output the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to an Ethernet cable.

An uplink intermediate frequency analog signal detecting and processing module 20 is configured to detect, on the Ethernet cable, a feedback uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and process the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal.

An uplink base band signal generation module 30 is configured to take the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal as a feedback input of DPD, obtain an intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, and convert the intermediate frequency analog signal into an uplink base band signal.

An uplink base band signal transmission module 40 is configured to transmit the uplink base band signal to the BBU.

In this embodiment, an EIP device is provided between the BBU and a RRU. The downlink base band data transmitted by
the BBU is sent to a Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) of the EIP device through a cable or an optic fiber. According to the requirements of actual deployment, a multi-channel optical fiber of the BDU may be connected to one EIP device. Alternatively, the BBU may be connected to a plurality of EIP devices, wherein one channel optical fiber of the BBU is connected to one EIP device. In addition, a down Ethernet port of a Layer2 Ethernet switch may be connected to an up Ethernet port of the EIP device and a down Ethernet port of the EIP device may be connected to a RRU at a remote end through a CAT5E/6 Ethernet cable. Furthermore, the RRU may cascade with a series of Ethernet terminal devices along one channel.

The downlink base band data from the BBU is inputted to the CPRI of the EIP device, and then is cached in the base band data transceiver processing and RRU monitoring module after photoelectric conversion. The EIP device extracts and the downlink base band signal. The downlink base band signal processing module 10 processes the downlink base band signal by modulating the downlink low-frequency base band signal into a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal and then outputting the modulated downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to the Ethernet cable through which the signal is transmitted for receipt of the RRU.

The downlink intermediate frequency analog signal outputted to the Ethernet cable from the EIP device is transmitted through the port of the Ethernet cable and received by the RRU via the corresponding port. The downlink intermediate frequency analog signal is further processed and outputted to the corresponding antenna. In this embodiment, after receiving the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal, the RRU converts the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal into a radio signal via up conversion, amplifies the radio signal via a power amplifier and outputs it to the antenna via a duplexer filter.

In the uplink, the RRU performs the coupling detection on the radio signal amplified by the power amplifier and down converts the radio signal which is subject to the coupling detection so as to convert it into the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal. Further, the RRU outputs the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal to the corresponding port of the Ethernet cable for transmission. Thus, the EIP device can obtain from the Ethernet cable, the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal which is detected and fed back by the RRU via the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal detecting and processing module 20.

After obtaining the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal returned by the RRU, the uplink base band signal generation module 30 of the EIP device further processes the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal, takes the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal as a feedback input of DPD, obtains an intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, converts the intermediate frequency analog signal into a low frequency base band signal (i.e., an uplink base band signal) and outputs the converted uplink base band signal to the BBU via the uplink base band signal transmission module 40. Therefore, the transmission of the wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU is implemented.

According to the embodiment of the present disclosure, the downlink base band signal transmitted by the BBU is received by the EIP device. The downlink base band signal is further processed and modulated into the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal and then outputted to the Ethernet cable. Then, the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is obtained from the Ethernet cable, which is fed back by the RRU according to the detection on the downlink radio analog signal. The fed-back uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is processed and taken as the feedback input of DPD. The uplink intermediate frequency analog signal obtained from the Ethernet cable is processed and converted into the uplink base band signal. The uplink base band signal is transmitted to the BBU. Thus, the transmission of the wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU is implemented by the EIP device, therefore avoiding the high cost of the network deployment caused by re-laying the optical fiber or microwave transmission network.

Turning to FIG. 7, FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of the downlink base band signal processing module in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

In the above embodiment, the downlink base band signal processing module 10 includes the following units.

An up conversion processing unit 11 is configured to perform digitalized up conversion on the downlink base band signal and converting it to the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal.

A modulation unit 12 is configured to perform peak clipping, digital pre-distortion and digital-to-analog conversion on the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal to modulate it into the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal.

After the EIP device extracts the downlink base band signal from the base band data transceiver processing and RRU monitoring module, the downlink base band signal is firstly processed through digitalized up conversion via the up conversion processing unit 11 from the low frequency downlink base band signal to the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal. Then, the modulation unit 12 processes the converted downlink intermediate frequency digital signal by peak clipping, digital pre-distortion and digital-to-analog conversion and thus modulates it into the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal. The modulated downlink intermediate frequency analog signal is finally outputted to the port of the Ethernet cable for transmission and receipt by the RRU.

The downlink base band signal is firstly processed through digitalized up conversion from the low frequency downlink base band signal to the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal, and then the converted downlink intermediate frequency digital signal is processed through peak clipping, digital pre-distortion and digital-to-analog conversion and thus is modulated into the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal. Thus, it facilitates outputting to the port of the Ethernet cable for transmission and receipt by the RRU. As such, a precondition for transmitting the wireless base band signal from the BBU by the EIP device is provided.

Turning to FIG. 8, FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of the uplink base band signal generation module in the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

In the above embodiment, the uplink base band signal generation module 30 includes the following units.

An uplink intermediate frequency digital signal generation unit 31 is configured to filter the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal by a band-pass filter and performing analog-to-digital conversion on the filtered uplink intermediate frequency analog signal so as to obtain the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal.

A down conversion processing unit 32 is configured to perform down conversion on the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal to convert it to the uplink base band signal.
After the EIP device obtains the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal returned by the RRU from the Ethernet cable, the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal generation unit \( \text{UNIT 31} \) firstly filters the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal by the band-pass filter and then performs analog-to-digital conversion to obtain the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal. Then, the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal is processed by the down conversion processing unit \( \text{UNIT 32} \) through the down conversion to convert it to the low frequency uplink base band signal. The converted uplink base band signal is finally sent to the BBU and thus the transmission of wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU is implemented.

The uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is filtered by the band-pass filter and is processed by analog-to-digital conversion to obtain the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal. Then, the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal is processed by the down conversion to convert to the uplink base band signal, which is sent to the BBU to implement the transmission of wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU. As such, the transmission of the wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU by the EIP device is guaranteed.

Turning to FIG. 9, FIG. 9 is another schematic structural diagram of an apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

Based on the above embodiment, the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data further includes the following module.

A clock signal extraction and output module \( \text{UNIT 50} \) is configured to extract a clock signal from the downlink base band signal and output it to the Ethernet cable so that the RRU obtains a reference clock signal by filtering the received clock signal via a band-pass filter and outputs the reference clock signal to a phase-locked loop after the RRU receives the clock signal.

In this embodiment, after the EIP device receives the downlink base band signal transmitted from the BBU and caches it in the base band data transceiver processing and RRU monitoring module, the clock signal extraction and output module \( \text{UNIT 50} \) extracts the clock signal from the downlink base band signal and outputs it to the corresponding port of the Ethernet cable for transmission. The RRU receives the clock signal from the port of the Ethernet cable and obtains the reference clock signal by filtering the clock signal via the band-pass filter. The reference clock signal is finally outputted into the phase-locked loop, which in turn provides a reference clock for the active devices in the RRU.

The clock signal is extracted from the downlink base band signal received by the EIP device and outputted to the Ethernet cable. The reference clock signal is obtained by filtering the clock signal via the band-pass filter which is received by the RRU. The reference clock signal is outputted into the phase-locked loop, which in turn provides a reference clock for the active devices in the RRU. As such, the functions of the EIP device are improved while the capacity of processing and transmitting data in the EIP device is guaranteed.

Turning to FIG. 10, FIG. 10 is still another schematic structural diagram of an apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

Based on the above embodiment, the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data further includes the following module.

An Ethernet signal output module \( \text{UNIT 60} \) is configured to receive an Ethernet signal transmitted via the Ethernet and output it to the Ethernet cable so that the RRU receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet cable so as to perform the Ethernet switching and output via a cascaded Ethernet port.

In this embodiment, the EIP device also supports the function of Power over Ethernet (POE) of the Ethernet, which can supply power to the RRU. The Ethernet switching module is interconnected with the base band data transceiver processing and RRU monitoring module of the EIP device. The Ethernet switching module is up connected to the external switch.

At the same time of receiving the downlink base band signal transmitted from the BBU by the EIP device, the EIP device receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet and outputs the Ethernet signal to the Ethernet cable via the Ethernet signal output module \( \text{UNIT 60} \). The RRU receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet cable and then performs the Ethernet switching. Further, the switched signal is outputted to the other Ethernet terminal device outside connected via the built-in cascaded Ethernet port.

In this embodiment, after the EIP device outputs the Ethernet signal to the Ethernet cable, the Ethernet signal and the conditioned downlink intermediate frequency analog signal are transmitted via frequency division multiplexing on the Ethernet cable. In these two different standards of 1000Base T and 1000Base TX, a plurality of analog signals are transmitted on the same Ethernet cable in different frequencies. The Ethernet signal may be transmitted in a transmission frequency of 125 MHz on the Ethernet physical layer in the standard of 1000Base T interface while the wireless analog signal may be transmitted in a frequency range of 130 MHz–180 MHz, wherein the wireless analog signal may be multi-system wireless analog signal which is formed by combining a plurality of wireless systems. For example, the wireless analog signal may be a wireless analog signal conforming to two or three of Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Long Term Evolution (LTE). Alternatively, the wireless analog signal may be a wireless analog signal conforming to only one wireless system. The clock frequency is 61.44 MHz. These types of intermediate frequency analog wireless signals are separate in terms of frequency and thus can be transmitted on the same Ethernet cable at the same time.

At the same time of receiving the downlink base band signal transmitted from the BBU by the EIP device, the EIP device receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet and outputs the Ethernet signal to the Ethernet cable. The RRU receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet cable and then performs the Ethernet switching. Further, the switched signal is outputted via the cascaded Ethernet port. As such, the function of transmitting the Ethernet signal and the multi-system wireless base band signal at the same time by the EIP device is implemented.

Turning to FIG. 11, FIG. 11 is yet another schematic structural diagram of an apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

Based on the above embodiment, the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data further includes the following module.

A PSE and Ethernet switching module \( \text{UNIT 70} \) is configured to supply current and voltage for the Ethernet cable and supply power for the RRU at the remote end.

In this embodiment, the apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data further includes the PSE and Ethernet switching module \( \text{UNIT 70} \) configured to supply current and voltage for the Ethernet cable and supply power for the RRU at the remote end.

An embodiment of the present disclosure further provides a Radio Remote Unit (RRU).
Turning to FIG. 12, FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram of a RRU according to an embodiment of the disclosure. The RRU provided by the embodiment of the disclosure includes the following sub-modules.

A downlink signal processing sub-module 101 is configured to obtain the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, convert the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal into a downlink radio frequency signal, and output the converted downlink radio frequency signal through a port of an antenna.

An uplink signal processing sub-module 102 is configured to receive the feedback uplink radio frequency signal from the port of the antenna, convert it to the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and output it to the Ethernet cable.

A downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module 103 is configured to detect the downlink radio frequency signal, performing down conversion on the detected downlink radio frequency signal to obtain the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and output it to the Ethernet cable.

The downlink intermediate frequency analog signal transmitted by the ELP device to the Ethernet cable is transmitted through the port of the Ethernet cable. The downlink signal processing sub-module 101 of the RRU receives the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal from the corresponding port and processes the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal and then outputs to the corresponding antenna.

According to this embodiment, in the uplink, the uplink signal processing sub-module 102 of the RRU receives the uplink radio frequency signal fed back according to the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal from the port of the antenna, converts it to the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and outputs it to the Ethernet cable. At the same time, the downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module 103 of the RRU performs the coupling detection on the radio signal amplified by the power amplifier and down converts the radio signal which is subject to the coupling detection so as to convert it into the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and then outputs the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal to the corresponding port of the Ethernet cable for transmission.

Turning to FIG. 13, FIG. 13 is a schematic structural diagram of the downlink signal processing sub-module of the RRU according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

In the above embodiment, the downlink signal processing sub-module 101 includes the following units.

An acquisition unit 1011 is configured to obtain the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal which is filtered by the band-pass filter from the Ethernet cable.

An up conversion processing unit 1012 is configured to up convert the filtered downlink intermediate frequency analog signal so as to convert it to the downlink radio frequency signal.

An amplification and output unit 1013 is configured to amplify the downlink radio frequency signal via the power amplifier, filter the amplified downlink radio frequency signal via the duplexing filter and output it to the port of the antenna.

The downlink intermediate frequency analog signal transmitted by the ELP device to the Ethernet cable is transmitted through the port of the Ethernet cable. The downlink intermediate frequency analog signal is filtered by the band-pass filter and obtained by the acquisition unit 1011 from the Ethernet cable. Then, the up conversion processing unit 1012 performs up conversion on the filtered downlink intermediate frequency analog signal so as to convert it to the downlink radio frequency signal. Finally, the amplification and output unit 1013 amplifies the downlink radio frequency signal via the power amplifier, filter the amplified downlink radio frequency signal via the duplexing filter and output it to the port of the antenna.

Based on the RRU according to the embodiment of the present disclosure, the uplink signal processing sub-module 102 is further configured to receive the feedback uplink radio frequency signal from the port of the antenna, convert it to the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal via filtering, low noise amplification and down conversion by the duplexing filter and output it to the Ethernet cable.

The uplink signal processing sub-module 102 of the RRU receives the uplink radio frequency signal fed back according to the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal from the port of the antenna, convert it to the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and output it to the Ethernet cable. Specifically, after the uplink radio frequency signal fed back is received, it is performed by filtering and low noise amplification by the duplexing filter and then is down converted to the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal. Finally, the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is outputted to the Ethernet cable.

Turning to FIG. 14, FIG. 14 is a schematic structural diagram of the downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module of the RRU according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

The downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module 103 includes the following units.

A detection unit 1031 is configured to detect the downlink radio frequency signal which is amplified by the power amplifier.

A down conversion processing and output unit 1032 is configured to down convert the detected downlink radio frequency signal to the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and output it to the Ethernet cable.

After the RRU obtains the downlink radio frequency signal from the Ethernet cable, the downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module 103 of the RRU performs the coupling detection on the radio signal amplified by the power amplifier. That is, the detection unit 1031 detects the downlink radio frequency signal which is amplified by the power amplifier and then the down conversion processing and output unit 1032 down converts the detected downlink radio frequency signal to the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and output it to the corresponding port of the Ethernet cable for transmission.

Turning to FIGS. 15-17, FIG. 15 is another schematic structural diagram of the RRU according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; FIG. 16 is still another schematic structural diagram of the RRU according to an embodiment of the present disclosure, and FIG. 17 is yet another schematic structural diagram of the RRU according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Based on the RRU according to an embodiment of the present disclosure, the RRU further includes the following sub-modules.

A clock acquisition sub-module 104 is configured to obtain a reference clock signal by filtering the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal obtained from the Ethernet cable by the band-pass filter and output the reference clock signal to a phase-locked loop.

A WLAN signal processing sub-module 105 is connected to the Ethernet switching module inside and configured to process the uplink and downlink WiFi signals.

A control and monitoring sub-module 106 is connected to the Ethernet switching module inside and configured to maintain, control and monitor the RRU.
A PD sub-module 107 is configured to extract the current and voltage from the Ethernet cable and supply power for all the active devices of the RRU.

After the EIP device receives the downlink base band signal transmitted from the BBU and caches it in the base band data receiver processing and RRU monitoring module, the clock signal is extracted from the downlink base band signal and is outputted to the corresponding port of the Ethernet cable for transmission. The RRU receives the clock signal from the port of the Ethernet cable via the clock acquisition sub-module 104 and obtains the reference clock signal by filtering the clock signal via the band-pass filter. The reference clock signal is finally outputted into the phase-locked loop, which in turn provides a reference clock for the active devices in the RRU.

The WLAN signal processing sub-module 105 connected to the Ethernet switching module inside and configured to process the uplink and downlink wireless signals, and the control and monitoring sub-module 106 configured to maintain, control and monitor the RRU.

The RRU further includes the PD sub-module 107 configured to extract the current and voltage from the Ethernet cable and supply power for all the active devices of the RRU.

The above is only the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure and is not intended to limit the protection scope of the present disclosure. The equivalent various changes to the structures or the flowcharts according to the specification and accompanying figures or application to the other related technology fields should be included in the protection scope of the present disclosure.

Industrial Application

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, an Ethernet signal-an intermediate frequency signal-power over Ethernet (EIP) device receives a downlink base band signal transmitted by a base band processing unit (BBU), processes the downlink base band signal to module the downlink base band signal into a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal, and outputs the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to an Ethernet cable. Then, an uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is obtained from the Ethernet cable, which is detected and fed back by a Radio Remote Unit (RRU) according to the downlink radio frequency analog signal, and the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is processed. The processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is taken as a feedback input of digital pre-distortion (DPD). The uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is obtained from the Ethernet cable, and converted into an uplink base band signal, and then transmitted to the BBU. As such, the transmission of the wireless base band signal between the BBU and the RRU is implemented by the EIP device, therefore avoiding the high cost of the network deployment caused by re-buying the optical fiber or microwave transmission network.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for transmitting wireless base band data, comprising:
   - receiving a downlink base band signal transmitted by a Base Band Unit (BBU), processing the downlink base band signal to module it to a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal and outputting the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to an Ethernet cable;
   - detecting, on the Ethernet cable, a feedback uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and processing the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal; and
   - taking the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal as a feedback input of Digital PreDistortion (DPD), obtaining an intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, converting the obtained intermediate frequency analog signal into an uplink base band signal and outputting it to the BBU.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal is obtained by performing, by a Radio Remote Unit (RRU), up conversion on the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal obtained from the Ethernet cable so as to obtain a radio frequency signal, amplifying the radio frequency signal, detecting the amplified radio frequency signal so as to obtain the detected radio frequency signal and performing down conversion on the detected radio frequency signal.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of processing the downlink base band signal to module it to the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal comprises:
   - performing digitalized up conversion on the downlink base band signal so as to convert it to the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal; and
   - performing peak clipping, digital pre-distortion and digital-to-analog conversion on the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal to module it to the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of taking the processed uplink intermediate frequency analog signal as the feedback input of DPD, obtaining the intermediate frequency analog signal from the Ethernet cable, and converting the intermediate frequency analog signal into the uplink base band signal comprises:
   - filtering the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal by a band-pass filter and performing analog-to-digital conversion on the filtered uplink intermediate frequency analog signal so as to obtain the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal; and
   - performing down conversion on the uplink intermediate frequency digital signal to convert it to the uplink base band signal.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein after receiving the downlink base band signal transmitted by the BBU, the method further comprises:
   - extracting a clock signal from the downlink base band signal and outputting it to the Ethernet cable so that a RRU obtains a reference clock signal by filtering the clock signal via a pass-band filter and outputs the reference clock signal to a phase-locked loop after the RRU receives the clock signal.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein when the step of receiving the downlink base band signal transmitted by the BBU is performed, the method further comprises:
   - receiving an Ethernet signal transmitted via the Ethernet and outputting it to the Ethernet cable so that the RRU receives the Ethernet signal from the Ethernet cable, performs Ethernet switching and outputs via an interface of a wireless local network.

7. An apparatus for transmitting wireless base band data, comprising:
   - a downlink base band signal processing module configured to receive a downlink base band signal transmitted by a Band Base Unit (BBU), process the downlink base band signal to module it to a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal and output the downlink intermediate frequency analog signal to an Ethernet cable;
   - an uplink intermediate frequency analog signal detecting and processing module configured to detect, on the Ethernet cable, a feedback uplink intermediate frequency analog signal and process the uplink intermediate frequency analog signal;
an uplink base band signal generation module configured
to take the processed uplink intermediate frequency ana-
log signal as a feedback input of Digital PreDistortion
(DPD), obtain an intermediate frequency analog signal
from the Ethernet cable, and convert the intermediate
frequency analog signal into an uplink base band signal;
and

an uplink base band signal transmission module configured
to transmit the uplink base band signal to the BBU.

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the uplink
intermediate frequency analog signal detected by the uplink
intermediate frequency analog signal detecting and process-
ing module is obtained by performing, by a Radio Remote
Unit (RRU), up conversion on the downlink intermediate
frequency analog signal obtained from the Ethernet cable so
as to obtain a radio frequency signal, amplifying the radio
frequency signal, detecting the amplified radio frequency
signal so as to obtain the detected radio frequency signal
and performing down conversion on the detected radio frequency
signal.

9. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the down-
link base band signal processing module comprises:
an up conversion processing unit configured to perform
digitalized up conversion on the downlink base band
signal so as to convert it to the downlink intermediate
frequency digital signal; and

a modulation unit configured to perform peak clipping,
digital pre-distortion and digital-to-analog conversion
on the downlink intermediate frequency digital signal to
modulate it into the downlink intermediate frequency
analog signal.

10. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the uplink
base band signal generation module comprises:
an uplink intermediate frequency digital signal generation
unit configured to filter the uplink intermediate fre-
quency analog signal by a band-pass filter and perform
analog-to-digital conversion on the filtered uplink inter-
mediate frequency analog signal so as to obtain the
uplink intermediate frequency digital signal; and

a down conversion processing unit configured to perform
down conversion on the uplink intermediate frequency
digital signal to convert it to the uplink base band signal.

11. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the appa-

tatus further comprises:
a clock signal extraction and output module configured to
extract a clock signal from the downlink base band signal
and output it to the Ethernet cable so that a RRU
obtains a reference clock signal by filtering the received
clock signal via a band-pass filter and outputs the refer-
ence clock signal to a phase-locked loop after the RRU
receives the clock signal.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the appa-

tatus further comprises:
an Ethernet signal output module configured to receive an
Ethernet signal transmitted via the Ethernet and output it
to the Ethernet cable so that the RRU receives the Eth-
ernet signal from the Ethernet cable, performs Ethernet
switching and outputs via an interface of a wireless local
network.

13. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the appa-

tatus further comprises:
a Power Sourcing Equipment (PSE) and Ethernet switch-
ing module configured to supply current and voltage for
the Ethernet cable and supply power for a RRU at the
remote end.

14. A Radio Remote Unit (RRU), comprising:
a downlink signal processing sub-module configured to
obtain a downlink intermediate frequency analog signal
from an Ethernet cable, convert the obtained downlink
intermediate frequency analog signal into a downlink
radio frequency signal, and output the downlink radio
frequency signal through a port of an antenna;

an uplink signal processing sub-module configured to
receive a back uplink radio frequency signal from the
port of the antenna, convert it to an uplink intermediate
frequency analog signal and output the uplink inter-
mediate frequency analog signal to the Ethernet cable; and

downlink signal detection and feedback sub-module con-
figured to detect the downlink radio frequency signal,
perform down conversion on the detected downlink
radio frequency signal to obtain the uplink intermediate
frequency analog signal and output it to the Ethernet
cable.

15. The RRU according to claim 14, wherein the downlink
signal processing sub-module comprises:
an acquisition unit configured to obtain the downlink inter-
mediate frequency analog signal, which is filtered by a
band-pass filter, from the Ethernet cable;
an up conversion processing unit configured to perform up
conversion on the filtered downlink intermediate fre-
quency analog signal so as to convert it to the downlink
radio frequency signal; and

an amplification and output unit configured to amplify the
downlink radio frequency signal via a power amplifier,
filter the amplified downlink radio frequency signal via a
duplexing filter and output it to the port of the antenna.

16. The RRU according to claim 15, wherein the uplink
signal processing sub-module is further configured to receive
the back uplink radio frequency signal from the port of the
antenna, convert it to the uplink intermediate frequency ana-
log signal via filtering by a duplexing filter, low noise ampli-
fication and down conversion and output the uplink inter-
mediate frequency analog signal to the Ethernet cable.

17. The RRU according to claim 16, wherein the downlink
signal detection and feedback sub-module comprises:
a detection unit configured to detect the downlink radio
frequency signal which is amplified by the power ampli-
fier; and

a down conversion processing and output unit configured to
perform down conversion on the detected downlink
radio frequency signal so as to obtain the uplink inter-
mediate frequency analog signal and output the uplink
intermediate frequency analog signal to the Ethernet
cable.

18. The RRU according to claim 14, wherein the RRU
further comprises:
a clock acquisition sub-module configured to obtain a refer-
ence clock signal by filtering the downlink intermediate
frequency analog signal obtained from the Ethernet
cable by a band-pass filter and output the reference clock
signal to a phase-locked loop.

19. The RRU according to claim 18, wherein the RRU
further comprises:
a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) signal processing
sub-module connected to an internal Ethernet switching
module and configured to process an uplink and down-
link Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) signals; and

a control and monitoring sub-module connected to the
internal Ethernet switching module and configured to
maintain, control and monitor the RRU.
20. The RRU according to claim 19, wherein the RRU further comprises:

- a Powered Device (PD) sub-module configured to extract a current and voltage from the Ethernet cable and supply power for all active devices of the RRU.